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Editorial Note

This is the 5th continuous issue of International Research Journal on Arts and Humanities (IRJAH) in your hands after broadening the scope of ‘The University of Sindh Arts Research Journal in 2006 being published under the supervision of International Editorial Board. The academic and administrative support of the Vice chancellor, University of Sindh as patron of the journal has enabled us to maintain the standard, publish and produce the journal in time. Our members of Editorial Board and Scientific Committee are contributing at their best to keep the standard of papers intact.

Owing to all their efforts, we were able to get it recognized by HEC and indexed its various articles individually and journal by many organizations. Asia net Pakistan has also signed a memorandum of understanding (MoU) with us taking responsibility to make IRJAH available to world community through electronic media, results of which are yet to come.

We happily inform our readers and contributors that some of the articles published in IRJAH are reproduced by other publishers with proper acknowledgment and we encourage this as this serves our main purpose to generate and disseminate the new knowledge by all means.

Keeping the traditions intact, this issue also comprises 9 articles based on new and original research carried out in various fields of Arts and Humanities and two book reviews.

The members of our Editorial Board have agreed to publish all the articles (after blind peer review and careful editing) presented in ‘Two day international interdisciplinary conference on “Women universities as agents of change” held in November 2010 at International Islamic University Islamabad. The next issue of IRJAH will be therefore a special issue comprising the above said articles.

M Qasim Bughio